
 

Like us, animals look up at the stars

March 2 2018, by Karl Gruber

Humans are not the only species longing for the light of the stars.
Animals, too, use the stars as guides to find their way.

Twinkling in the night sky, stars have been faithful human companions
for aeons. They help us navigate more accurately and fuel our
imagination of distant worlds.

But the stars also help animals with their long migratory journeys and
even to find the best spot to hide their food. So how do animals do this,
and what can it teach us about our world?

A starry migration

Every autumn, the indigo bunting, a bird found in parts of the US and
Canada, undertakes a lengthy migration south to escape the cold of the
winter.

In a study from 1967, wild-caught indigo buntings were shown a starry
sky inside a planetarium, and researchers followed their response. In the
experiment, researchers removed different constellations from the birds'
view to test how they responded. They found that, as long as some
constellations were present, the birds would consistently hop
southwards—just as they normally would under a real starry sky.

"I would say that this part is truly amazing, because it seems to me that
learning stellar patterns from just observing the night sky is a really
challenging feat. If migrating birds are indeed able to do this, it's a real
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tour de force," says Nikita Chernetsov at the Russian Academy of
Sciences.

But the stars also serve to guide animals towards more humble
challenges.

Dude, where's my poo?

Dung beetles are well known for their habit of making rather big balls of
dung. They move these balls around and hide them as precious morsels
from competitors. Yes, poo balls are a big commodity among dung
beetles.

For these animals, the night sky and its celestial bodies provide an
important service, a 2013 study found.

"Nocturnal dung beetles probably do not have sufficient resolution to
recognise patterns of stars, but luckily for them, they're also not
interested in migrating across continents," says James Foster, a biologist
at Lund University, Sweden.

Instead, dung beetles just want to protect their precious cargo.

"Dung beetles are only interested in rolling their dung ball in a straight
line to avoid returning to their starting point," says James. This way, the
beetles can avoid competitors that are eager and ready to steal their dung
ball.

"So they look up and identify the brightest part of the sky, often the
bright region of the Milky Way, and use that as their orientation
reference," James adds.
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Can these stargazing animals teach us anything?

Believe it or not, some of these star-travelling abilities could help us
improve current navigating technologies.

"Nocturnal insects in particular are great examples of efficient image
processing with a minimum of available materials (in this case, their
small brains). These are the properties that we as humans want for our
autonomous vehicles. They need to rapidly process information from
their sensors to maintain travel in a given direction," James says.

According to estimates from the Australia and New Zealand Driverless
Vehicle Initiative , the use of automated vehicle technologies in recent
years has translated in saving more than 100 lives per year and has
generated benefits up to $291 million per year. The technology has
reached Perth, too, where RAC's Intellibus has taken more than 11,000
people for a ride since 2015—all without a human driver.

If birds can find their way south and beetles can hide their food all
thanks to the stars, perhaps there is something new car technologies can
learn from the stars and how animals use them.

This article first appeared on Particle, a science news website based at
Scitech, Perth, Australia. Read the original article.
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